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75As NMR studies of superconducting LaO0.9F0.1FeAs
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We have performed 75As Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) measurements on aligned powders
of the new LaO0.9F0.1FeAs superconductor. In the normal state, we find a strong temperature
dependence of the spin shift and Korringa behavior of the spin lattice relaxation rate. In the
superconducting state, we find evidence for line nodes in the superconducting gap and spin-singlet
pairing. Our measurements reveal a strong anisotropy of the spin lattice relaxation rate, which
suggest that superconducting vortices contribute to the relaxation rate when the field is parallel to
the c-axis but not for the perpendicular direction.

PACS numbers: 74.70.-b, 76.60.-k

The discovery of superconductivity in the iron-
oxypnictide compounds has been focus of tremendous in-
terest in recent months [1, 2]. These compounds have
transition temperatures up to 55 K, yet the conven-
tional BCS picture of a phonon-mediated pairing mech-
anism appears to be untenable due to the weak electron-
phonon coupling [3, 4]. Rather, an unconventional pair-
ing mechanism may be at work in these materials as in
the high temperature superconducting cuprates [5, 6].
These compounds are particularly interesting as they
are the first example of unconventional superconductiv-
ity with a large transition temperature in a non-cuprate
transition metal compound. Yet like the cuprates, there
is mounting evidence that the normal state of these ma-
terials can only be described by excitations of strongly
correlated electronic states [7]. Furthermore, the super-
conductivity in these compounds emerges in close prox-
imity to a magnetic ground state, which suggests that
magnetic correlations may be relevant for superconduc-
tivity [8, 9, 10]. These observations highlight the need for
detailed studies of the LaO1−xFxFeAs family in order to
shed important light on the physics of both the cuprates
and strongly correlated superconductors in general [11].

In order to investigate the nature of the supercon-
ductivity and the unusual normal state excitations,
we have performed 75As Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) and Nuclear Quadrupolar Resonance (NQR) in
LaO0.9F0.1FeAs for both random and oriented powder
samples. In the superconducting state, our results reveal
the presence of line nodes in the superconducting density
of states. We find that the spin lattice relaxation rate,
T−1

1 , varies as T 3 for 0.1Tc < T < Tc for H0 ⊥ c, which is
characteristic of a d-wave superconductor. We also find
that T−1

1 is anisotropic in the superconducting state, and
is enhanced when H0 has a component along the c-axis.
This result probably reflects the two-dimensional nature
of these materials, which consist of alternating layers of
FeAs and LaO1−xFx. In a type-II superconductor, T−1

1

can be enhanced in applied fields due to the presence of
superconducting vortices [12, 13]. Surprisingly we find
no enhancement for H0 ⊥ c; this result suggests that
either the vortices do not exist for this orientation, or
they are pinned between the FeAs planes. In the nor-
mal state, we find that both (T1T )−1 and the spin shift,
Ks, are strongly temperature dependent, and decrease
with decreasing temperature. The temperature depen-
dent Knight shift is similar to the pseudogap behavior
observed in underdoped high temperature superconduc-
tors [14, 15, 16, 17]. However, in contrast to the cuprates,
(T1T )−1 shows no evidence for antiferromagnetic fluctua-
tions of local 3d spins. In fact, we find that the Korringa
relation is satisfied for the As between Tc and 300 K, in-
dicating that the dominant relaxation mechanism is via
spin-flip scattering with itinerant quasiparticles, rather
than via transferred coupling to fluctuating Fe 3d mo-
ments.

Polycrystalline samples of LaO0.9F0.1FeAs were pre-
pared by standard methods as described in [18]. The
crystal structure and the composition were investigated
by powder x-ray diffraction and wavelength-dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (WDX). The magnetic susceptibil-
ity was measured in external fields 10 Oe < H < 70
kOe using a SQUID magnetometer, and resistance was
measured with a standard 4-point geometry. A value of
Tc ≈ 26.0 K was extracted from these measurements.
[19] The material was then ground to a powder with
grain size approximately 1-100 µm, mixed with Stycast
1266 epoxy in a mass ratio of 24:70, and allowed to
cure in an external field of 9.2 T. NMR spectra of the
75As (I = 3/2, γ = 7.2917 MHz/T, 100 % abundance)
in the random powder were obtained by summing the
Fourier transform of the spin-echo signal as a function
of frequency in a fixed magnetic field of 7.0494 T [20].
Typical powder spectra are shown in Fig. 1. 75As
has a large quadrupolar moment (Q = 0.3b) that in-
teracts with the local electric field gradient (EFG) in
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Frequency swept 75As NMR powder
spectra of LaO0.9F0.1FeAs measured at H0 = 7.0494 T. The
solid red line is a simulation of the powder spectrum as de-
scribed in the text.

the crystal. The nuclear spin Hamiltonian is given by:
H = γ~H0(1 + K)Îz +

hνQ

6 [(3Î2
z′ − Î2) + η(Î2

x′ − Î2
y′)],

where K is the magnetic shift, νQ = 3eQVzz

2I(2I−1)h

√

1 + η2/3

is the NQR frequency, Vαβ is the EFG tensor, and η is the
asymmetry parameter of the EFG. Note that the prin-
ciple axes {x′, y′, z′} of the EFG tensor are defined by
the local symmetry in the unit cell, thus the resonance
frequency of a particular nuclear transition, f(θ, φ), is a
strong function of field direction relative to the crystalline
axes. For a powder, the external field is oriented ran-
domly and the spectrum is typically quite broad. How-
ever, peaks in the powder pattern correspond to station-
ary points of the function f . Fig. 1 shows the powder
pattern central transition (Iz = 1/2 ↔ −1/2) of the As,
and the two horn peaks correspond to crystallites with
θ ≈ 41.8◦ (lower frequency peak), and to θ = 90◦ (up-
per frequency peak), where θ is the angle between z and
z′ [21]. The solid red line is a simulation of the powder
pattern including both EFG and anisotropic spin shift
effects. We find that the spectrum can be fit reasonably
well with Ka = Kb = 0.14%, Kc = 0.2%, νQ = 10.9
MHz, and η = 0.1. We have also done zero-field NQR of
the As, and found νQ = 11.00(5) MHz.

Spectra for the oriented powder are shown in Fig. 2
for H0 parallel to the orientation direction. Clearly, the
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FIG. 2: (Color online) 75As NMR spectra of the oriented
powder measured with H0 ⊥ c and H0 = 7.0494 T.

alignment process works well, as the linewidth of the ori-
ented sample is nearly an order of magnitude smaller
and the powder pattern structure has disappeared. The
orientation of the powder was measured by x-ray diffrac-
tion and high field magnetization measurements. We find
that the magnetic susceptibility is greatest in the plane
(H0||ab), where the crystal a and b axes are magnetically
equivalent. The alignment axis of the powder is thus
parallel to the ab direction, which is consistent with our
observation that the resonance frequency of the aligned
powder corresponds with the upper horn of the powder
pattern. Therefore, the principle axis of the EFG with
the largest eigenvalue must lie along the crystal c-axis.
The As has four nearest neighbor Fe atoms, and lies just
above or below the Fe plane. This site is axially symmet-
ric, which is consistent with our observation that η ≈ 0.

The resonance frequency, f , of the spectra in Fig.2 is
given by: f = γH0(1 + Kab)+ 3ν2

Q/16γH0 for η = 0. We
have measured that νQ is independent of temperature,
therefore the temperature dependence is entirely due to
the magnetic shift, Kab. Fig. 3 shows Kab(T ) as a func-
tion of temperature, measured along the orientation axis
of the sample. The magnetic shift arises from the inter-
actions between the As nuclei and the surrounding elec-
trons; generally it can be divided into Ktot = Ks + Korb,
where Ks = Aχspin arises via a hyperfine coupling to
electron spins, and Korb arising from orbital magnetiza-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Magnetic shift, Kab versus temper-
ature in the aligned sample. The dashed line indicates Korb

(b): Kab versus χpowder, the magnetic susceptibility of the
powder sample. The solid line is a fit as described in the text.

tion induced at the nuclear site [21]. In order to measure
the hyperfine coupling, we have also measured the bulk
magnetic susceptibility of the powder sample. Fig. 3b
shows Kab versus χpowder with temperature as an im-
plicit parameter [22]. A linear fit to this data yields a
hyperfine coupling A = 25(3) kOe/µB plus an offset of
Korb = −0.075 %. Note that this is assuming negligi-
ble diamagnetic and Van Vleck contributions to χpowder.
If these contributions are to represent 50 % of χpowder,
Korb is reduced to −0.008 % [23]. The striking feature
in Fig. 3a is a suppression of spin susceptibility with de-
creasing temperature in the normal state. This behavior
is identical to that of the pseudogap in the cuprates, and
has been observed in 19F NMR for x = 0.11 [14, 16]. In
the superconducting state, we find that Kab decreases as
well, which is suggestive of spin-singlet pairing.

We have measured the spin-lattice relaxation rate,
T−1

1 , in both the normal and superconducting states.
The relaxation was measured by inversion recovery of the
longitudinal magnetization, and the data are well fit to
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) The 75As (T1T )−1 versus tem-
perature in LaO0.9F0.1FeAs measured at the upper horn (�,
θ = 90◦), the lower horn (△ (blue), θ ≈ 41.8◦), and in the
aligned sample (◦ (red), θ = 90◦). The solid line is given
by K2

s (T )/ακ as described in the text. (b) T−1
1 versus tem-

perature. The arrow indicates Tc = 23.5 K at 7T, and the
solid line indicates T−1

1 ∼ T 3, indicative of line nodes. Inset:
Magnetization recovery and fits for two temperatures.

the standard expression for the central transition of a spin
I = 3/2 nucleus with a single T1 component (see inset of
Fig.4). We measured T−1

1 on both peaks of the powder
sample and on the aligned sample; the data are compared
in Fig. 4a. The center frequency of the aligned powder
spectrum and the upper horn of the powder pattern agree
well, supporting our conclusion that the main axis of the
EFG is perpendicular to the alignment axis (ab). The
(T1T )−1 data for θ ≈ 41.8◦ agrees reasonably with the
data from Nakai et al. [17] below T ≈ 200 K. However,
Nakai et al. have measured (T1T )−1 at the center of the
powder spectrum close to the unshifted frequency. The
temperature dependence of T−1

1 is well described by a
Korringa relation within experimental uncertainty. The
solid line in Fig. 4a is a plot of K2

s (T )/ακ, where κ is
the Korringa constant: κ = ~γ2

e/4π k75
B γ2, γe is the gy-
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romagnetic ratio of the electron, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and α = 1.8 is a constant. A linear scaling
((T1T )−1∼ Ks) was suggested for x = 0.11 via 19F NMR
[16]. This behavior is surprising, since this material is
close to an SDW quantum critical point and fluctuations
of Fe 3d moments are a possible source for spin lattice
relaxation [25]. It is not clear if the hyperfine coupling
A represents an on-site contact interaction, or a trans-
ferred interaction to nearest neighbor Fe. If the coupling
is transferred, then the symmetric location of the As can
render it insensitive to magnetic fluctuations at the anti-
ferromagnetic wavevector; such is the case for the oxygen
site in YBa2Cu3O6+ywhich also shows Korringa behav-
ior even though the Cu 3d spins are strongly correlated
[15]. However, in the LaO1−xFxFeAs, Nakai et al. have
observed a dramatic enhancement of the As T−1

1 at lower
doping levels when the system undergoes a spin density
wave transition [17]. Therefore, the As form factor must
not entirely cancel at the ordering wavevector. In con-
trast with the cuprates, we find no evidence of a pseudo-
gap peak in (T1T )−1 at a temperature T ⋆ > Tc up to 300
K, nor any scaling of (T1T )−1 with T/Tc in the normal
state [26, 27]. The pseudogap peak was used to define the
energy scale T ⋆ of the pseudogap in underdoped cuprates.
It is the temperature where (T1T )−1 of the Cu shows a
broad maximum. Our result suggests that either the As
is insensitive to antiferromagnetic fluctuations, or these
fluctuations have disappeared by x = 0.10.

In the superconducting state, we find that T−1
1 exhibits

a drop at Tc, with no evidence for a Hebel-Slichter co-
herence peak. For T ≪ Tc, T−1

1 varies as T 3, as seen
in Fig. 4. This behavior is indicative of line nodes in
the superconducting gap function, ∆(k), and contrasts
with the exponential behavior (T−1

1 ∼ exp(−∆/kBT ))
expected for an isotropic superconducting gap. In the
presence of an external magnetic field, we find that T−1

1

is anisotropic below Tc. As seen in Fig. 4b, T−1
1 is greater

for θ ≈ 41.8◦ than for θ = 90◦. This result suggests that
in addition to the excited quasiparticles, superconduct-
ing vortices may contribute to T−1

1 . In particular, the
vortices can give rise to Doppler shifted quasiparticles in
extended states outside the vortex cores, or may be con-
tributing a dynamical field from simple vortex motion
[28]. The net effect is an increase in T−1

1 above the T 3

behavior expected in zero field. Surprisingly, for H0 ⊥ c
we find no such enhancement down to 4 K. This absence
suggests that the vortices may be pinned between FeAs
layers, and therefore do not contribute to the relaxation
rate at the As site. Similar effects have been observed in
other layered superconductors [13], and may be a natural
result of the short superconducting coherence length, ξc,
along the c-direction.

In summary, we have measured the As NMR and
NQR in the normal and superconducting states of
LaO0.9F0.1FeAs and find evidence for line nodes in the
superconducting gap function, and a pseudo-spin gap in

the normal state. This pseudo-spin gap gives rise to a
suppression of Ks and T−1

1 for temperatures below 300
K.
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